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IN SEARCH OF THE COTTAGE PICTURESQUE: 
SOME ORIGINS AND DESTINATIONS

Nigel Temple

By August 1810 John Nash had staked out the cottages at Blaise Hamlet, and in doing so 
had embarked upon the realisation of a frustrated dream — the completion of a 
planned picturesque village group.
About ten years earlier, a cluster had been envisaged for the Atcham entrance to 

Attingham Park for Lord Berwick and, indeed, it appears that at least a start was made there.1 
Early in 1798, Nash wrote with excitement and in detail about another such scheme planned 
with his new partner Humphry Repton for High Legh, Knutsford, where an existing nucleus 
centred on the village green and stone cross was to have been the point of departure. Yet the 
original idea here was Repton’s alone, for as early as 1791 he had recommended to George 
John Legh that ‘this approach may be made an object of great beauty. The whole village may 
be so picturesquely ornamented as to mark that it belongs to the person whose name it 
bears . . .’.2 And it was on this specific suggestion that Legh had acted when consulting his 
joint advisers six years later.

1 Double Cottage, Blaise Hamlet. Front Elevation by George Repton. (Royal Pavilion, Art Gallery and Museums, 
Brighton).
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Although Nash and Repton probably first met at Stoke Edith, near Hereford, Repton’s 
collaborator there in 1792 was William Wilkins (1751-1815), and it was he who drew up for 
the Hon. Edward Foley the cottages proposed to be built at the new west approach to his park, 
as Repton had planned. Repton briefly discusses the group — to have been arranged around 
an oval green, and surrounded by orchards — in the Red Book: ‘The form and disposition of 
the new village will best be explained by a reference to the plans and designs of my ingenious 
friend Mr. Wilkins . . .’. It appears that the scheme was abandoned on completion of the 
domed lodge, which has survived to mark the spot of this intended embellishment.

Repton had already been consulted at nearby Garnons and had completed a Red Book 
for his client there, John Cotterell, in July 1791. While a new approach had been 
recommended, no cottage group had been proposed. Regardless of that, Wilkins prepared 
undated drawings for an embattled lodge, cottages for a shopkeeper and a blacksmith, and a 
shoeing shed, all set in a broad crescent embracing the gates. Perhaps this drawing-board 
exercise contained some of the seeds that were to bear fruit at Blaise Hamlet twenty years 
later, although other more direct influence might have been via Cotterell’s neighbour and 
Nash’s client, Uvedale Price.

Humphry’s son, George Stanley Repton (1786-1858), became Nash’s chief assistant. He 
corresponded with John Scandrett Harford at Henbury, Bristol, and drew out the nine 
cottages for Blaise Hamlet from sketches sent to the Dover Street office by Nash, who was in 
Ireland. This was during the later months of 1810, the year in which Price’s final edition of 
Essays on the Picturesque was published.

2 School Cottage, High Legh, Cheshire. Front elevation by George Repton. (Royal Pavilion, Art Gallery and 
Museums, Brighton).
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Nash was masterly in his ability to contrive a simple vocabulary of traditional cottage 
ingredients and to assemble and reassemble them time and again, in various ways, to produce 
little buildings in picturesque mode: casemented dormers, bay windows with neatly tiled roofs, 
seats tucked in under cosy porches, jutting penthouses, diagonally-set chimney shafts, and 
roofs of uniform pitch were the essential components, skilfully handled to create asymmetrical 
profiles from irregular plans. Tree-trunk columns, arrow-slit windows, pigeon holes and owl 
holes, and massive ornate chimneys added impact and personality to individual designs. It is 
not clear where Nash’s instructions gave way in practice to George Repton’s ingenuity and 
inventiveness, for at just that time when he was planning the Hamlet, Nash wrote to Legh that 
he was promoting the young Repton in designing such picturesque buildings.3 Not that Nash 
himself, perhaps surprisingly, was disinterested when it came down to the finest detail on 
occasions. This is evident in his correspondence with Legh, among others; and it was to Legh 
that he sent drawings for a school cottage on 6th July 18104 — a subject to which we will 
return shortly.

At least two early versions of Double Cottage, Blaise Hamlet, were built elsewhere, and 
Nash’s North Lodge at East Cowes Castle was very like Diamond Cottage, but set square. 
Despite alterations, enlargement and part rebuilding, it is still recognisable. No fewer than 
eight close relations to Oak Cottage, with a tree-trunk porch and slit windows, have been 
identified about the country at large, three of them near Hereford alone. But here we can 
discuss only the Double Cottage image in any detail, noting some variations on it, and 
suggesting its possible origin as a built design.

3 Double Cottage, Blaise Hamlet, Henbury, Bristol. Lithograph by J. D. Harding from a sketch by O’Neil, 1826, with 
Rose Cottage to the right. (Bristol Central Library. Photo NT.)
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4. Double Cottage, Blaise Hamlet, in about 1944- before restoration by the National Trust (RCHM England).

5 The Chaplain’s House, High Legh, Cheshire, once the School House (photo N.T).
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By the time it was finished the interior arrangements and offices of Double Cottage 
were different from those shown in George Repton’s plan, but the main facade was little 
altered in the building process. Nevertheless, accepting the major compositional components 
and their relationship, we might find a few details worth noting. In the drawing5 (Fig 1), 
square purlin ends (on to which barge boards could be attached) are exposed under the main 
gable, while the neat dormer is faced in stone and the Gothic porch finished with a cruciform 
finial. Chimney shafts are of modest height and are of standard Nash form, while the bay 
window has three casement lights looking onto the green. Under the seated porch is one 
window, asymmetrically placed; in recent years a second one was added.

George Repton made similar undated drawings for a school cottage inscribed ‘Mr. 
Legh (High Legh)’6 (Fig 2). These are likely to be his record of those mentioned in Nash’s 
letter of 1810, referred to above. Renamed the Chaplain’s House, a building to that design still 
stands as almost the sole witness to George Legh’s enterprising reign and to contributions 
made by Wilkins, Repton and Nash to his estate during a period of twenty or more years 
(Fig 5). Altered and extended, it is the closest identified relation of Double Cottage — that is, 
closest in time and appearance, for it is probable that they were both set down on paper within 
a few weeks at the most.

At precisely the same time that Humphry Repton was preparing his proposals for 
landscaping the ‘Sublime’ and ‘Picturesque’ Blaise Castle estate, he was also preparing a Red 
Book for John Langston’s ‘Beautiful’ Sarsden, in Oxfordshire. Despite the two sites being of 
such different character, Repton applied the same broad solution to both challenging 
situations in his recommendations completed in the spring of 1796. Humphry died in 1818, 
shortly after George had eloped, married, and left Nash for independent practice. However, 
he might have maintained professional contact with the Langstons, for in nearby Churchill 
village, where they owned land, stands Six Elms, a small, well-finished house, that is clearly 
related to Double Cottage and dated 1824 in the fabric (Fig 6). Moreover, there are wider 
variations on similar lines to be found further afield. At a date not yet known, a rather larger

6 Six Elms, Churchill, Oxfordshire (Messrs Knight, Frank & Rutley).
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version of Circular Cottage was built near Sarsden lake, which was created on Humphry’s 
suggestion by fusing and reforming with ‘natural’ contours two of the angular fish ponds. The 
Circular Cottage image is memorable, and when seen close-to from the front can appear 
remarkably like the thatched stair tower at an earlier planned picturesque village, the Hameau 
de la Reine, Versailles; and indeed, it was long remembered, for about seventy years after 
completion of Blaise Hamlet it reappeared, Victorianised and embodied in the Bull and Bear 
Lodge, at Membland, for Edward Baring. This is tentatively attributed to George Devis.

Turning our attention to Conock Manor, near Devizes, we find a cruciform lodge, with 
treetrunk porches contained in the angles of its four limbs. It is crowned by a battery of four 
cylindrical chimney shafts. Although distance from the eye robs them of comparable impact, 
these chimneys are immediately arresting because they are very like those two massive trios at 
Dial and Vine cottages, Blaise Hamlet. Even more engaging is Flint Cottage, built to just the 
same external formula as Double Cottage, but with a balancing gable and dormer to the left 
(Fig 7). Blind quatrefoils in the boarded ends replace pigeonholes. Cut boards obscure purlins; 
but the diagonally-set brick shafts are recent replacements of incredibly complex quasi- 
classical ones. Richard Ingleman (1777-1838) made additions to Conock Manor. These 
included a very rustic dairy and classical porch, for Gifford Warriner, in 1817, and he might 
have been responsible for the several ornamental cottages on the estate. Flint Cottage brings 
to mind P.F. Robinson (1776—1858), in bucolic mood, as exemplified in some of his popular 
pattern books, for example Designs for lodges and park entrances (1833). To follow this trail 
would lead us to distant parts of England, Wales and Ireland, and to consideration of cottage 
books and buildings by several of his contemporaries, including Lady Helena Domvile, to 
whom is attributed the anonymous and undated (c. 1840) Eighteen designs for glebe houses and 
rural cottages. The lithographic views include several apparently copied direct from Robinson’s 
examples; and as late as 1898 grossly debased versions of Vine Cottage and Oak Cottage were 
still being published by C. J. Richardson in The Englishman’s House.

7 Flint Cottage, Conock Manor, Wiltshire (photo N.T.).
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8 Watercolour of a cottage closely resembling Double Cottage. Blaise Hamlet. Detail (Photo N.T. Private 
Collection).

9 The old Post Office, Mansell Lacy, Herefordshire, in about 1905 (Private Collection).
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In concluding this short excursion, we must return to the focal point of English 
picturesque philosophy and practice. An uncaptioned card (Fig 9) found by chance and 
postmarked ‘Hereford OC 26 05’, eventually led to the village of Mansell Lacy. This sepia 
photograph showed the post office as it appeared over eighty years ago: very faded, perhaps, 
but even so, recognisable at least in part as a 17th century cottage, displaying in its facade all 
those now familiar features of Double Cottage in the same relationships that we have been at 
pains to observe. Renamed Ivy Cottage (Fig 10), the building stands much as shown in the 
postcard view, its rickety nesting holes clustered round a small casement window, and the roof 
(as George Repton might have specified) ‘rising a square’. Even the leaded glazing — diamond 
or rectangular — complies window by window with some early depictions of Double Cottage 
as built.

At the west of Ivy Cottage is a gabled porch. Between it and the sandstone eastern wing 
is a gabled dormer with exposed ridge and purlins, very like those we have seen elsewhere. 
The only essential compositional component seen at Blaise, but lacking at Mansell Lacy, is the 
little roofed porch sheltering a seat (Figs 3,4).

The west part of Ivy Cottage is timber-framed, and of later date than the stone section. 
As an example of local traditional timber construction, it is unconvincing, having probably 
been improvised by reassembling materials. The square classical chimney shaft is also at odds 
with the vernacular.

Speculation is heightened further on finding that Mansell Lacy village is immediately 
adjacent to Foxley and that Ivy Cottage stands at its entrance. Therefore, not only the estate 
and the village, but probably the cottage too, must have been well known to Nash, for Foxley 
was the seat of none other than Uvedale Price, who wrote with such feeling for traditional 
cottages, and as early as 1798 was extolling the virtues of village building. When writing of the

10 Ivy Cottage — once the Post OfficeMansell Lacy. (Photo: Charles Donovan).
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ravages of wealthy pride, could he have been directing his remarks to one whom he knew? ‘My 
aim is to shew that they are no less hostile to real taste, than to humanity; and should I 
succeed, it is possible that those, whom all the affecting images and pathetic touches of 
Goldsmith would not have restrained from destroying a village, may even be induced to build 
one, in order to shew their taste in decoration and disposition of village-houses and cottages.’8 
Did Price, perhaps with Nash’s help, alter this cottage to mark the entrance to his place? And 
whether or not this is the case, was Ivy Cottage the prototype of Double Cottage? Or is the 
similarity no more than a coincidence?

Our final enigma is an undated, unsigned, and uncaptioned watercolour, depicting 
what appears at a glance to be Double Cottage9 (Fig 8). Yet this is neither a record of the 
building as constructed, nor a perspective projected from George Repton’s drawings. While 
the view agrees generally with both, it is too much at variance in detail to represent either. 
Whether or not it proves to be taken from yet another built cottage as a guide for Nash at 
Blaise, it is more likely to have been a visualisation prepared for his client’s consideration 
before the final working drawings were prepared. On 9th August 1810 George Repton wrote 
to John Harford from Dover Street, ‘I expect to receive the designs for one or two of your 
Cottages from Mr Nash by tomorrow or Saturdays post, when I will lose no time in drawing 
them out, and forwarding them to you. I shall be obliged to you to inform me if you wish to 
have shaded drawings of all the Cottages like those you have already received.’10 Double 
Cottage and its immediate neighbour, Rose Cottage, were the first to be started at Blaise 
Hamlet. Nash is known to have offered and to have supplied coloured visualisations in some 
other instances, and this watercolour is among Harford family papers.

NOTES

1. See N. Temple, John Nash and the Village Picturesque, 1979, pp. 112—114; also N. Temple, ‘In search 
of the village picturesque’, Architectural Review August 1976, pp. 96—100; figures 11—16 include the 
Attingham panels depicting a village scene.

2. Red Book. Private collection. See Temple, John Nash . . ., 1979, pp. 115—121; 144—157.
3. John Rylands University Library of Manchester, Cornwall-Legh papers. From East Cowes Castle, 

6th July 1810.
4. idem.
5. Royal Pavilion, Art Gallery and Museums, Brighton. Pavilion Notebook.
6. idem.
7. Mr Charles Donovan has examined the interior of Ivy Cottage; I am grateful to him for his opinion 

on its construction.
8. U. Price, Essays on the picturesque, as compared with the sublime and the beautiful . . ., 1798, ii, p. 403.
9. Private collection.

10. Bristol Record Office, Harford papers P52/1. N. Temple, John Nash. . .1979, includes a transcription 
of the Harford-Repton correspondence and Nash’s inventory of defects, pp. 132-143.
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